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Abstract
Driven by the success of deep learning, the last decade
has seen rapid advances in person re-identification (re-ID).
Nonetheless, most of approaches assume that the input is
given with the fulfillment of expectations, while imperfect
input remains rarely explored to date, which is a non-trivial
problem since directly apply existing methods without adjustment can cause significant performance degradation. In
this paper, we focus on recognizing partial (flawed) input
with the assistance of proposed Part-Part Correspondence
Learning (PPCL), a self-supervised learning framework that
learns correspondence between image patches without any
additional part-level supervision. Accordingly, we propose
Part-Part Cycle (PP-Cycle) constraint and Part-Part Triplet
(PP-Triplet) constraint that exploit the duality and uniqueness between corresponding image patches respectively. We
verify our proposed PPCL on several partial person re-ID
benchmarks. Experimental results demonstrate that our
approach can surpass previous methods in terms of the standard evaluation metric.

1. Introduction
For most of computer vision tasks, the input data for algorithms is commonly assumed to be complete or with adequate information that can be recognized [28, 48, 38, 44, 62].
But in the real-world scenario, especially for person reidentification (re-ID) in the surveillance video, this assumption can not always be satisfied due to flawed data process
pipeline (e.g., imperfect detectors [41], communication failures, pose variances, etc.). While as shown in Figure 5,
trivially apply existing methods without adjustment causes
significant performance degradation, since Convolutional
Neural Networks (CNN) usually suffer from understanding
part-whole relationships [27]. In this paper, we focus on this
practical yet challenging problem, where the input image is
represented by only a continuous part of the original one.
To alleviate the challenge of partial person re-ID, there
are two main difficulties: 1) as shown in Figure 1a, the
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Figure 1: (a): Partial person re-ID is required to adapt to
variances on input scales and regions. (b): The irrelevant
region needs to be eliminated when measuring similarity
between two images. (c): We employ GLRec to rectify arbitrary input and CRLoc to predict semantically corresponding
partial region.
partial input images are typically provided with unknown
size and scale; 2) as shown in Figure 1b, when computing
the similarity with the reference image, the irrelevant partial regions may bring much noise for recognition. To our
knowledge, the present studies for partial person re-ID have
been developed from two perspectives: 1) learn a multi-scale
feature to adapt to arbitrary input size [15, 16, 35]; 2) locate shared regions between partial image and the reference
one [46, 36]. However, these methods typically address one
of aforementioned difficulties and less effort has been made
to solve both of them in an unified framework. This exactly
motivates our work.
In this paper, we tackle partial person re-ID problem by
proposing Part-Part Correspondence Learning (PPCL), as
illustrated in Figure 1c, in which we propose a gated layout
rectifier (GLRec) and a corresponding region locator (CRLoc) to cope with aforementioned difficulties respectively.
Concretely, the GLRec module is a gated transformation
regression CNN module that takes an arbitrary partial image
xp in, and outputs a rectified result xr with predicted affine
transformation coefficients. Through the GLRec module, we
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may reduce input space and obtain a rectified partial image
with proper scale and layout. Then, to measure the similarity
between the rectified partial image xr and a reference image
y, we extract spatial features of them through a backbone
network, and employ the CRLoc module to produce a corresponding patch in y according to xr . Finally, the similarity
between two images are only calculated based on the shared
semantically corresponding regions.
However, to train the CRLoc module, a key challenge
here is that, for most of image recognition tasks, we only
have image-level supervision while there is no part-level
correspondence signal available during training. Therefore,
we exploit the nature of part-part relationship, and accordingly propose two self-supervised training schemes that work
coordinately to achieve PPCL:
• Part-Part Cycle constraint (PP-Cycle): We leverage
the duality of the functionality on finding corresponding regions according to the given input. We assume
that, if the CRLoc module is able to predict a corresponding patch in y according to xr , then it will also
be able to translate back to achieve xr . Therefore, we
enable a self-supervised cycle consistency constraint in
model optimization. The philosophy behind PP-Cycle
is demonstrated in Figure 4a.
• Part-Part Triplet constraint (PP-Triplet): We leverage the uniqueness of the optimal corresponding region
between two image patches for a given partial input.
We regard the given partial input as anchor, the output
of the CRLoc module as positive exemplar. Along with
the randomly sampled negative exemplar inside the reference image, we formulate a triplet constraint on those
three patches. We show the principle of PP-Triplet in
Figure 4b.
Basically, our methodology is expected to automatically
find the semantically corresponding regions on reference
images according to the given partial query image without
any additional supervision. It also offers new insights on
correspondence learning for part-part matching. In our experiments, we apply our PPCL to partial person re-ID problem,
considering its impact in real-world applications. We boost
the Rank-1 performance on Partial-REID benchmark from
67.7% to 83.7%, and obtain state-of-the-art performance on
Partial-iLIDS. We also qualitatively demonstrate that PPCL
indeed learns the semantic correspondence between image
patches. In addition, we also provide extended experimental
results on partial face recognition.

each patch with the assistance of a gallery dictionary. Similarly, several works achieved corresponding regions alignment by solving a least square problem between the feature pairs [15, 16], or by densely predicting a probability
map [46], or by regressing the full texture image [26]. Luo
et al. [35] utilized the STN [25] which shares the same spirit
of our GLRec module but did not learning correspondence
between data pairs. To identify the missing regions, another
route relates to equipping with an external well-trained pose
estimator and focused on the shared partial regions when
measuring the similarity [17, 36, 9, 50]. However, such
approaches exploited additional supervision and thus have
limited generalization capability for the real world application. Overall, the above methods either emphasize the
exploration of shared regions or adapt model to arbitrary
input, rather than taking care of both of them like ours.

2.2. Correspondence Learning
Learning correspondence between two pairs is a central
topic in computer vision, and has been widely applied in
image stitching [49], image restoration [5], object recognition [32], tracking [37, 7], medical imaging [1], etc. Basically, the correspondence can be learned from temporally
adjacent frames (i.e., optical flow) [57, 24, 45], image pairs
from the same instance [57] or category [43].
Accordingly, a natural learning paradigm that leverages
the cycle consistency of training samples was proposed to
regularize the structured data [12, 55, 19, 66, 18], including visual tracking [47, 58, 54], image alignment [65], 3D
mapping [23, 29], depth estimation [10], etc. For example,
recent studies leveraged inherent temporal consistency in
video frames [51, 2, 54, 6, 4, 40, 30] since a pair of patches
can be distributed into the same location after forward and
backward tracking. Different from these works that leverage
cycle consistency between language/image domains or video
frames, we resort the cycle consistency to find semantic correspondence between image patches.
Early works proposed pairwise constraint [59, 11] and
triplet constraint [56] that aimed at optimizing the similarity
between samples and achieved great performance on various tasks [44, 53, 20]. Generally, all these works built the
pairwise or triplet samples on image-level with the given
supervised signal. In contrast, we construct triplet samples
on the patches sampled from image pairs without the requirement of any part-level supervision.

3. Part-Part Correspondence Learning
2. Related Work
2.1. Partial Person Re-identification
In 2015, Zheng et al. [64] formulated the partial person
re-ID problem. To address this difficulty, the authors decomposed partial images into small patches and reconstructed

Given a partial input person image xp P X p1 , our first
step is to coarsely predict which region it belongs to in
a holistic image. To achieve this, we employ the GLRec
1 We use superscript p to represent the partial content in the rest of paper,
in order to avoid confusion with the holistic one.
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Figure 2: The proposed PPCL framework mainly comprises a gated layout rectifier including R, G, T (GLRec), a backbone
network F and a corresponding region locator L (CRLoc). The GLRec module is a gated transformation regression CNN
module that takes an arbitrary partial image in, and outputs a rectified result. Then after feature extraction by F , the CRLoc
module is employed to learning correspondence for part-part matching. Both GLRec and CRLoc modules are trained in a
self-supervised manner to obtain the corresponding patches between two images without any part-level supervision.
module to produce a set of affine transformation coefficients,
indicating how the partial input should be transformed before
feature extraction. After that, to locate the corresponding
regions in reference images according to the given partial
input xp , we train a CRLoc module with the assistance of the
proposed Part-Part Cycle (PP-Cycle) constraint and Part-Part
Triplet (PP-Triplet) constraint collaboratively. In the end, the
similarities between the partial input and the reference images are calculated among the corresponding partial regions.
The overall pipeline is given in Figure 2 and Algorithm 1.
Later in Section 4 and Section 5, we empirically show the
advantage of our PPCL in partial re-ID.

3.1. Model Architecture
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confidence score in p0, 1q, indicating whether the input is a
partial image. Slightly different from [25], we use n “ 4 in
this paper, representing 4 degrees of freedom linear transformation capable of modeling translation and scaling. The
gate module G acts as a switch. For inference, if confidence
score η ă 0.5, the input image is considered as a complete
input and remains unchanged (xr “ xp ). Otherwise, the
input image is considered as a partial input, the estimated
affine transformation is then used to recover the partial input
image xp to a rectified counterpart xr using the geometric
transformation module T : xr “ T pxp , tq.
A crucial advantage for the GLRec module is that, in
the training stage, we are able to simulate partial inputs
by randomly cropping training image samples, resulting in
known transformation coefficients t. Let B as the batch size,
a self-supervised loss function therefore can be defined as:

𝐿

𝑦

LR “

B
1 ÿ
}Rpxpi q ´ t}22 ,
B i“1

(1)

Figure 3: The overall pipeline for our PPCL framework.
Gated Layout Rectifier (R + G + T ). For a partial input
person image xp , we first employ a gated layout rectifier
(GLRec) to infer where it comes from then re-sampling the
aligned output patch accordingly. It consists of a regression
module R, a gate module G and a non-parametric geometric
transformation module T . The regression module R consists
of stacked convolutional layers and fully-connected layers,
which is responsible for estimating affine transformation
coefficients t and partial image confidence score η for the
given xp : rt; ηs “ Rpxp q, R : Rhˆwˆc Ñ Rn`1 , where
h, w, c are the height, width, the number of channels of
xp respectively, and n is the number of degrees of freedom
for the geometric transformation, the additional output is a

where η is omitted for simplicity, which is jointly optimized
with a standard binary cross-entropy loss.
Feature Extraction (F ). After obtaining the rectified input xr , we compute spatial features with a classical backbone
network2 without fully-connected layers. The backbone network F outputs a down-sampled feature maps hrx for any
input xr P X r , where X indicates a randomly sampled training batch and X r is a rectified one. We train the backbone
network with loss function LF , where LF is determined by
the specific task.
2 Following the common practice in person re-ID, we use ResNet-50 as
the backbone network in our experiments.
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Algorithm 1 Part-Part Correspondence Learning Algorithm
Require: Batch size B; the pretrained gated layout rectifier
Rp¨q, the Gp¨q, the T p¨q; the backbone network F p¨q;
the corresponding region locator Lp¨q.
1: repeat
Sample one batch X with batch size B from the holis2:
tic training image set.
3:
Shuffle batch X and set Y “ shufflepX q.
4:
for each i P r1, Bs do
Randomly crop image patch xpi from xi P X to
5:
simulate partial input.
6:
Generate the rectified input xri by:
xri “ T pGpRpxpi qqq.
7:

(2)

Use F p¨q to extract feature maps:
hri,x “ F pxri q, hi,x “ F pxi q, hi,y “ F pyi q, (3)

8:

where xi P X and yi P Y.
Compute corresponding region hi,xÑy by:
hi,xÑy “ Lphri,x , hi,y q.

Fortunately, there are lots of successful techniques to generate correlation maps, including parametric forms [52, 21]
and non-parametric forms [43, 54]. Here we adopt the simplest one:
T

expphrx puqhy pvq q
Lf phrx , hy q “ ř
,
T
r
v expphx puqhy pvq q

(8)

where u and v are spatial positions in hidden representations.
Note that the resulting correlation map is able to draw cross
attention to the reference features, instead of being simply
concatenated without any instruction.
Based on above analysis, we further design a region locator Ll p¨q to accordingly yield corresponding region in hy
for the given hrx , with the correlation map calculated before.
The region locator Ll outputs the exact coordinates that denotes corresponding region found in hy . We thus obtain the
semantically corresponding regions between the partial input
image xp and the reference image y.
In general, the CRLoc module can thus be formulated by:
Lphrx , hy q “ Ll pLf phrx , hy qq.

(4)

(9)

3.2. Part-Part Cycle Constraint
9:

Compute corresponding region hi,yÑx by:
hi,yÑx “ Lphi,xÑy , hi,x q.

10:
11:
12:
13:

(5)

Sample negative partial region hi,y˚ from hi,y .
Compute LR and LF .
Compute Lpp cycle and Lpp triplet according to
Equation 11 and 12 respectively.
Update model according to the loss function:

L “ LR ` LF ` λcyc Lpp cycle ` λtri Lpp triplet .
(6)
14:
end for
15: until convergence

Corresponding Region Locator (L). To recognize a partial input image, a central challenge is to find the corresponding region, who may share the same semantics with the given
partial image, within the reference images y, y P X . Along
this line, our goal is to learn a CRLoc module L that takes
hrx and hy as input and outputs a corresponding region in hy
according to hrx :
hxÑy “ Lphrx , hy q,

To train the CRLoc module, we here make an ingenious
assumption that the optimal corresponding patch pairs can
match themselves after forward-backward warping. Specifically, if CRLoc module is able to locate the corresponding
region hxÑy in y according to xr , then it will naturally can
be translated back to obtain the original xp . To achieve this,
for each training batch X , we randomly shuffle it to attain Y,
who has the same training samples with X but are arranged
in a different order. For any x P X and y P Y, we also feed
it into F to extract spatial features hx and hy respectively.
Thus, we have:
hrx “ F pxr q; hx “ F pxq; hy “ F pyq.

It should be noticed that: 1) the samples in X and Y are raw
image data in the training set, which are different from xr
that is randomly cropped and treated with GLRec module;
2) due to the shuffle operation, the sample y is probably
different from x for a large batch size, which introduces
diversity in PPCL.
Thus, we can make a cycle consistency by minimizing
the reconstruction error:

(7)

where hxÑy is a partial region in hy and shares the same
semantics with hrx .
In order to achieve informative features, we first compute
the correlation between hrx and hy by a fusion layer Lf p¨q.

(10)

Lpp cycle “ lphxÑyÑx , hx q,

(11)

where l is the Mean Squared Error (MSE) of the transformed
grid points as used in [43]. The fundamental philosophy of
PP-Cycle is demonstrated in Figure 4a.
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semantically corresponding regions generated by GLRec and
CRLoc modules as illustrated in Figure 2.

Positive
Pair

𝐿
𝐿

Negative
Pair

4. Evaluation on Person Re-Identification
(a) PP-Cycle constraint

4.1. Datasets and Evaluation Protocol

(b) PP-Triplet constraint

Figure 4: The illustration of the proposed constraints.

3.3. Part-Part Triplet Constraint
Triplet loss [44, 20] is a delicate technique, which aims to
learn an representation of the data that keeps the distance between similar data points close and dissimilar data points far.
Inspired by this, we propose Part-Part Triplet (PP-Triplet)
loss that tends to make the similarity between corresponding
region pairs larger than the irrelevant pairs. Acting in this
way, as demonstrated in Figure 4b, we build our PP-Triplet
loss on partial regions of spatial features between data pairs.
Formally, let hrx be an anchor (blue box in Figure 4b), the
corresponding region hxÑy found by L is regarded as a positive exemplar (green box), the target of PP-Triplet loss can
be presented by:
B
1 ÿ r
r}h ´ hxÑy }22 ´ }hrx ´ hy˚ }22 ` αs,
B i“1 x
(12)
where hy˚ is a negative exemplar (red box in Figure 4b), and
α represents the margin that is enforced between positive
and negative pairs.
Note that, different from the original triplet loss that is
capable of accessing image-level labels, our PP-Triplet is
trained without any part-level ground truth. Therefore, the
negative exemplar hy˚ is randomly sampled from hy with
two principles: 1) the overlap between the positive exemplar
and the negative one must lower than a pre-defined threshold
β, which ensures that two exemplars come from different
regions; 2) if one of them is involved in another, then the
proportion of the overlapped area should also be lower than
β, which reduces the noisy region that is irrelevant to the
anchor. We empirically fix β “ 0.5 in this paper. In general,
the PP-Triplet loss allows the semantically corresponding
regions to lie on the same manifold, while enlarging the
distance to irrelevant regions.

Lpp triplet “

3.4. Training and Inference
In general, the total training loss comprises LR , LF and
LL . We directly use the commonly adopted softmax crossentropy loss and triplet loss [20] for LF . While for LL , we
balance the two constraints with λcyc and λtri :
LL “ λcyc Lpp cycle ` λtri Lpp triplet .

(13)

During testing, we only measure the distance between

We conduct training on Market-1501 and test on commonly used Partial-REID and Partial-iLIDS dataset following [15, 46]. Market-1501 dataset [62] contains 32, 668
labeled images belonging to 1, 501 identities, each of them
was captured by at most 6 cameras. The bounding-box of
each person is detected by algorithm automatically. PartialREID dataset [64] has 600 images of 60 identities, each
identity consists of 5 full-body images and 5 partial images
with different viewpoints and backgrounds. Especially, partial images in Partial-REID are cropped randomly with a
small fraction (such as the left or the upper part of the body),
yielding a challenge for partial re-ID algorithms. PartialiLIDS dataset [64] is a simulated partial person dataset that
is created from i-LIDS [63]. In the Partial-iLIDS dataset,
there are 119 identities with a total of 238 images, each identity has 1 full-body image and 1 partial image. All partial
images are generated by cropping the un-occluded part of
the same person image.
During inference, we feed the model with a query list
and search for the best matching reference (gallery) images
for each query. Cosine distance is employed to measure
the distance in the feature domain. We use the Cumulated
Matching Characteristics (CMC) curve to evaluate the performance to align with the existing methods, which shows
the probability that a query identity appears in different-sized
candidate lists.

4.2. Model Configurations
For the GLRec module, we choose a lightweight ResNet18 as backbone that is responsible for outputting 4 degrees
of freedom geometric transformation, and 1 degree of gating
instructor. Since the GLRec module is trained in a selfsupervised manner, we pre-train it on Market-1501 with
input images are randomly cropped to simulate partial input scenario. Note that, due to the self-supervised training
style, our GLRec module does not depend on any specified
crop method, and the sampling strategy can be determined
according realistic condition as in Sun et al. [46].
For the feature extraction, we follow the common practice
in person re-ID and adopt ResNet-50 [13] as the backbone
network. To be consistent with previous works [15, 46,
16], we simultaneously adopt cross entropy loss and triplet
loss to optimize the re-ID backbone. The triplet loss is
equipped with the hard mining strategy [20]. As a result,
the backbone network can achieve comparable results with
previous works [15, 46] for fair comparison.
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Figure 5: Our scheme consistently outperforms baselines for
various input ratios.

region in the reference image, which is typically unique
for the given partial input. Therefore, inspired by the balanced training scheme in object detection [41], we assume
the corresponding region generated by the CRLoc module
is the optimal one, and thus the similarity between optimal
corresponding pairs is always larger than the sub-optimal
one. This intuitively motivates the creation of PP-Triplet,
where the sub-optimal (negative) corresponding pairs are
randomly sampled. Conversely, the PP-Cycle is more like a
regularization term for PP-Triplet and make it stable in the
training process. Therefore, the two constraints contribute
together to PPCL.

4.3. Ablation Study
To evaluate each component of PPCL, we carry out detailed analysis in this section.
GLRec and CRLoc modules both contribute to the
PPCL framework. To evaluate the effectiveness of
GLRec and CRLoc modules, we implement four different
settings: 1) The partial input is directly padding with constant and fed into the backbone network (Pad) 2) The partial
input is directly resized and fed into the backbone network
(Resize) 3) We only use the GLRec module R and remove
CRLoc module L (+R). 4) We employ both GLRec and CRLoc modules (PPCL). The results are illustrated in Table 1a,
from which we can make the following observations: 1) By
adaptively recognizing and adjusting the scale and position
of the partial input image, our GLRec module R significantly
outperforms the baselines by a large margin, even though it
is achieved in a self-supervised training manner.
PP-Cycle and PP-Triplet boost the re-ID performance
individually. We use the GLRec and CRLoc modules
trained only with Lpp triplet (+R+L w/Lpp triplet ) or
Lpp cycle (+R+L w/Lpp cycle ), and demonstrate the results
in Table 1a. It can be easily observed that individually apply
one of the constraints both facilitate the learning of CRLoc
module, resulting significant performance gain based on the
GLRec module (+R).
PP-Cycle and PP-Triplet complements each other.
From Table 1a we can also conclude that when combining the two constraints together (PPCL), they still boost each
other with a significant margin, indicating the two items are
complementary on part-part corresponding learning. We
give a qualitatively analysis in the following.
Basically, for the PP-Cycle, we leverage the duality of
the functionality on finding corresponding regions according
to the given input. This makes sense since if one could find
corresponding regions from one image to another, it must
be able to perform locating reversely, and the corresponding
patch pairs match themselves after forward-backward warping. While the PP-Cycle constraint is still not strong enough
because we do not give clues of the optimal corresponding

PPCL can handle arbitrary inputs. Since the publicly
available partial image recognition datasets contain fixed
partial images of random input ratio (e.g., 0.2 „ 0.8). Therefore, it is not clear on the characteristics of each component
in PPCL when meets specific input ratio of partial image.
Here we dive into the details and simulate the specific ratio of partial input by randomly cropping partial region in
Market-1501 evaluation set.
We first illustrate the experimental results when varying
the input ratio of partial (query) images in Figure 5, from
which we can observe that our proposed scheme consistently
improve the resize-based baseline. It is interesting to notice that the model trained with PP-Cycle constraint only
(red line) slightly outperforms the model trained with PPTriplet constraint only (green line) when the input ratio is
large enough (i.e., larger than 0.5). When the input ratio
is small (i.e., smaller than 0.5), the model trained with PPTriplet constraint only (green line) shows great improvement
compared with PP-Cycle (red line).
We also vary the number of partial images in
query/gallery, as shown in Table 1b. We can achieve this
functionality since our GLRec module is equipped with a
gating scheme, that is able to automatically distinguish the
partial and holistic image. More concretely, for the simulated partial scenario based on Market-1501, our gating
scheme designed in the GLRec module is able to realize
94.3% accuracy on average.
Balance on two constraints. Table 1c presents performances of different weights for our PP-Cycle loss and PPTriplet loss. These results show that λcyc “ 10 and λtri “ 1
achieves the optimal performance. Thus, we empirically
follow this setting in all the experiments.
Case study. In order to investigate how GLRec and CRLoc modules work, we visualize the regions predicted by
them in Figure 6. We can see that the GLRec module is
capable of coarsely aligning the partial input to the holistic
image, but the learned region is fixed for a given partial input
and can not be customized to reference images, which bring
much correspondence noise. In contrast, the CRLoc module
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Methods
Pad
Resize
+R
+ R + L w/ Lpp triplet
+ R + L w/ Lpp cycle
PPCL

R-1
51.0
51.3
65.3
71.3
72.7
79.0

R-3
60.3
61.3
78.3
84.3
85.3
87.3

R-5
64.7
67.7
83.3
88.0
88.7
90.7

(a) Model variations on Partial-REID.

λtri

Gallery
Query

20%

40%

60%

80%

λcyc

0.1

1

10

100

20%
40%
60%
80%

9.8
10.5
30.2
37.3

11.2
18.7
42.1
57.7

28.6
39.1
63.7
83.2

37.8
54.8
79.3
92.1

0.1
1
10
100

72.4
75.7
78.2
78.9

73.5
74.3
79.0
78.8

73.1
74.1
77.3
78.1

71.8
72.2
75.8
75.7

(b) Adapt to arbitrary inputs.

(c) Balance on two constraints.

Table 1: Ablation study of our PPCL framework. The details are provided in the text.

Figure 6: Visualization of our learned corresponding regions. The first column of each group is partial input, while the blue
and red bounding-box are corresponding regions mapped from the outputs of GLRec and CRLoc module respectively. The
results of GLRec in the first group are mismatched due to large variance of image resolution.

Figure 7: Failure cases.
eliminates the irrelevant partial regions accurately and adaptively. Figure 7 shows an example produced by our model.
It can be observed that our GLRec module successfully predicts the layout (blue bounding-box) by the common sense
(the legs are typically appeared in the bottom of the image),
but fails on the cases of occlusion since it can not correct
corresponding region according to reference image. While
our PPCL (red bounding-box) is able to take the reference
image into consideration and learn correspondence between
image pairs adaptive to various scenarios.
Time analysis. Our GLRec is lightweight due to the
ResNet-18 architecture, while the CRLoc only contains 3
convolutional layers and 1 fully-connected layer. When computing the similarity of each pair of images, we only execute
CRLoc on the previously generated feature maps, instead
of running the whole model. For a unified environment,
where a resize-based baseline achieves 4.1s running time
for Partial-REID. Our PPCL needs 4.8s running time with
the GLRec module (+R), and 29.4s with both the GLRec
and CRLoc module (+R+L) due to the pair-wise similarity
calculation, which is also conducted in HOReID [50].

4.4. Compared with State-of-the-Art Schemes
We illustrate the experimental results in Table 2 and 3.
On Partial-REID, we achieve 11.3% and 13.5% Rank-1 accuracy improvement over the state-of-the-art models. We

also advance the Partial-iLIDS with a new record-breaking
performance. It should be noted that, our PPCL is complementary to the advanced training techniques in person
re-ID [34, 50] (PPCL+), therefore yields a higher performance (+4.7% and +1.7% Rank-1 accuracy on Partial-REID
and Partial-iLIDS respectively). In general, the success of
PPCL can be attributed to two factors: 1) the GLRec is able
to adapt to arbitrary input and provide a rectified one; 2) by
CRLoc, we associate corresponding regions between partial and holistic images, and eliminate the irrelevant regions
when measuring similarity. For the holistic setting, since our
GLRec contains a gate module that is designed for predicting
partial/holistic input. Therefore, the PPCL will not harm performance on holistic datasets (ă 1% on both Market-1501
and DukeMTMC-reID [42]).
There is another line of works [36, 17, 8, 9, 50] that leveraged an external pose estimator or a well-trained pedestrian
segmentation model to detect the fine-grained body part
as additional supervision for partial re-ID. For example,
Miao et al. [36] and Gao et al. [9] both encoded information from detected pose landmarks to align the corresponding region between partial and holistic images, achieving
68.0% and 75.3% Rank-1 accuracy on Partial-REID dataset
respectively, which are comparable with ours. However, our
method shows two crucial advantages: 1) we do not rely on
any fine-grained labels like key point or segmentation map,
or well-trained models which implicitly encodes additional
supervision. 2) due to PPCL is pose-agnostic, we are able
to generalize it to handle arbitrary inputs, even when the
input ratio is lower than 30% (discussed in Section 4.3). In
contrast, we empirically find that pose-based methods fail on
extremely low input ratio. As a result, PPCL has the merit
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Methods
MTRC [31]
AMC+SWM [64]
DSR [15]
SFR [16]
VPM [46]
STNReID [35]
PPCL
PPCL+

Partial Images as Query Set
Partial-REID Partial-iLIDS
R-1
R-3
R-1
R-3
23.7
27.3
17.7
26.1
37.3
46.0
21.0
32.8
50.7
70.0
58.8
67.2
56.9
78.5
63.9
74.8
67.7
81.9
67.2
76.5
66.7
80.3
54.6
71.3
79.0
87.3
69.7
84.0
83.7
88.7
71.4
85.7

Characteristic (CMC) curves and Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves as evaluation metrics.

5.2. Model Configurations and Experiments
Methods
MKDSRC-GTP [31]
I2C [22]
VGGFace [39]
DFM [14]
SFR [16]
PPCL

Table 2: Performance (%) comparison when partial images
are regarded as query set.
Methods
MTRC [31]
AMC+SWM [64]
DSR [15]
SFR [16]
PPCL
PPCL+

Partial Images as Gallery Set
Partial-REID Partial-iLIDS
R-1
R-3
R-1
R-3
26.0
37.0
28.6
43.7
44.7
56.3
52.7
63.3
58.3
82.0
59.7
79.0
66.2
86.7
65.6
81.5
79.7
91.7
66.4
81.5
88.7
96.3
69.7
82.4

Table 3: Performance (%) comparison when partial images
are regarded as gallery set.
of being deployed in more complicated real-world scenarios,
especially in cases of unsuccessful pose estimation.

5. Extension: Evaluation on Face Recognition
5.1. Datasets and Evaluation Protocol
In line with previous works [14, 16], the dataset we
used for training is CASIA-Webface [60], which contains
494, 414 training images collected from 10, 575 identities.
Following the common practice [33], we remove the overlapped images of identities appearing in testing sets and
employ MTCNN [61] to perform similarity transformation.
All images are resized to 224 ˆ 224 [14].
For testing, since there is no publicly available face recognition datasets dedicated to partial image recognition, we
imitate the partial scenario on LFW like [14], which is a
common testing environment that contains 13, 233 images
collected from 7, 749 individuals. Specifically, we select
1, 000 identities who have the largest number of images.
Then we sample one image for each identity to form the
holistic gallery set. The remaining images are randomly
cropped and treated as query set. Therefore, the query set
and gallery set share the same identities but with different
images. Due to previous works do not release their testing
set, we randomly generate the partial images with proximate
area ratio which can achieve comparable performance with
their methods.
Similar to person re-ID, we select Cumulative Match

R-1
1.10
6.8
20.90
27.30
46.30
52.90

R-3
3.70
8.3
34.40
59.30
61.40

R-5
5.60
11.20
39.20
65.50
69.40

R-10
8.40
14.60
47.58
70.90
73.24

Table 4: Performance (%) comparison on Partial-LFW.
We train the GLRec module in similar to person re-ID,
with the same network architecture and training strategy
described before. For easy comparison [14], we adopt commonly used VGGFace [39] as our backbone network. It
should be noted that, in the common practice of face recognition, the spatial features outputted by network are directly
re-shaped before being fed into FC layers, instead of downsampled to feature vectors by GAP. Therefore, we replace
the first FC layers with Global Depthwise Convolution [3],
which can achieve comparable performance but more compatible with our framework. The VGGFace model takes
224 ˆ 224 images as input and outputs 4096-dimension
feature descriptor. At test time, the feature descriptor are
compared in Euclidean distance for the purpose of face verification. We carry out our method based on PyTorch. We
demonstrate the results in Table 4, in which our PPCL consistently boosts the state-of-the-art performance.

6. Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we formulate Part-Part Correspondence
Learning (PPCL). There are two main components involved
in PPCL: a gated layout rectifier that is responsible for predicting an appropriate layout for the partial input image, and
a corresponding region locator that learns to find the corresponding region in one data sample according to another.
Especially, due to the absence of part-level labels, we accordingly present two constraints, which are Part-Part Cycle
and Part-Part Triplet constraints, to train the corresponding
region locator in a self-supervised manner.
In the future, we believe our proposed PP-Cycle and PPTriplet can be widely applied to various tasks. Especially
for the models that require a understanding of part-part relationship, or the tasks that are sensitive to negative partial
features, such as object detection, tracking, etc.
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